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Fire Threatens Campus!
K. -

Photo by Rami Fodda
Denise Benton confirms that
the carrpus has been evacuated.

Photo by Rami Fodda
Dr. Dennis Peterson left his car on campus while he worked In his
office. He said the chapparal bush was an ingnitor.

By Victoria Besedin

yards away from structureson cam
pus. Though the threat of the fire
scorching anybuildings was small,
the thick, orange smoke caused
everyone to evacuate by 9 a.m.
"At 8:20 a.m., we were told to
evacuate by a taped message. I
swept the hallways and got every
one outside. Everyone was calm.
A few people who had breathing
problemsevacuatedquickly," said
Denise Benton, a staff member
and floor warden of half of the
third floor of University Hall.
Badger Hall resident Julie Wil
son, who was awakened by the
alarms to evacuate said, "I'm just
glad we're out of class. I do hope
the fire doesn't reach the dorms."

editor-in-chief

Photo by Rami Fodda
Thick smoke rises into the air during the morning fire as firefighters
contain the blaze. The blaze was contained by early afternoon.

Wildfire on the morning of Nov.
27 caused 130 acres of brush to
bum, animals to fly away and bur
row, evacuation of the campus for
the entire day, and painful memo
ries of the Panorama Fire 15 years
ago.
The Panorama Fire had de
stroyed 300 homes and killed four
people.
A fire bumed the hills on Uni
versity and Kendall early in the
morning, but was contained by sun
rise. No structures were damaged.
70 mph winds knocked down a
power line which ignited a fire at
7:31 a,m. in Devil Canyon, just

Residence halls were evacuated
outside of Jack Brown Hall. The
students were then driven toa safer
place, Wilson said.
Staff and students directed traf
fic out of the campus. There was
confusion of wherestudents should
go once they left the building. No
one was allowed to reenter. If they
did, a $500 fine threatened them.
Cynthia Pringle, who had re
hearsed evacuation drill procedures
under a revised plan by Chief Den^
nis Kraus, and who had messaged
all telephones on campus said, "We
certainly n^d to regroup and dis
cuss how toevacuate. It could have
been a situation much mcH-e peril
ous than it was and we need to be
prepared for that the next time."

Students Prepare for Finals, Holidays
Coyote Chronicle Staff

photo by Cnstina Hanson
Paul Rufanan, Justin Gentry, and Liza Kucera studying for finals on
the fifth floor of the Pfau Library.

Thanksgiving marked a time of
year when students reflected on
their blessings, planned New
Year's resolutions and prepared
for taking finals.
"In light of Thanksgiving, I am
thankful for the chance to spend
quality time with friends and famUy. This time of year is one of the
only chances many of us have to
see the people we care about most,
without schedules or (xior com
mitments," said Brian Volz, amanagement major.
"I am thankful for the fact that I
am here in school, to receive a

quality education. I am also look
ing forward to going back home to
Turkey tobe with my family," said
chemistry major Juan Parra.
Biology major Bree Vigil was
thankful for many things.
"I am thankful for my health,
without that I would not be alive. I
am thankful for my freedcmi to do
what I want.1 am thankful for my
friends. Without them I would not
have much fun. I am thankful for
my spirit and my mind which make
me the unique and courageous per
son that I am. Finally, I am most
thankful for my family who have
pruned me into the young woman
that I am today."

Classes were closed Nov. 23
and 24 for the Thanksgiving holi
day. When the break was over
students were seen cramming for
finals or researching for p^rs in
many pockets of the library, under
shade trees, and even amid the
noisy din of the student union.
And when the last final is finally
tumed-in, most students will be
thankful for four ^^eeks of rest and
relaxation...until winter quarter's
arrival.
Happy holidays from The Coy
ote Chronicle. We will deliver the
next issue to newsstands Jan. 24,
1996.
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The Victims of a Careiess Society
Alarming new AIDS
data, and where to
seek help.
By Teresa Soldano

States today. Since 1988, AIDS
has been the sixth leading cause of
death among young persons IS to
21 yearsofageintheUnitedStates.
There are a currently estimated
15,000 to 20,00 HIV-infected in
fants and children ranging from
birth to 12 years of age in the
United States. Since the screening
of blood ix^oducts began in 1985,
perinatal
HIV transmission has accounted
for 85 po'cent of all AIDS cases in
children und^ age 13.
"The pediatric HIV epidemic is
alarming. The majmity of children
who have AIDS were bom with

Coyote Chronicle Staff Writer

Dear God,
I oftenwonder where you
came from. How did you get all of
your magic power? Why did we
have to get AIDS? Where did it
come from? Do you have a cure
for AIDS? If you do, please, we
need it now. But if you can't, can
you make the Yankees and the
White Sox and the Cubs win the
World Series?
Love,
Joey, Lee, and John

This is a letter written to God by
three young boys, ages 9,12, and
19. They each have something in
commcm. They each are HIV posi
tive.
Every year, thousands of inno
cent children like these suffer from
AIDS.
HIV infection is sineading rap
idly in the adolescent population.
There are approximately 30,000
HIV-infected adolescents from the
ages of 13 to 21 in the United

it," said Kristina Envoldsen of the
Inland AIDS project in Riverside.
Thisepid^cmustbe controlled."
A woman infected with the HIV
vims can pass the virus onto her
baby during pregnancy or during
birth. In rare instances, she can
pass it on when breast-feeding. If a
woman is infected before or dur
ing pregnancy, her child has about
one-in-three chance of being bom
with the vims.
The Center for Disease Control
warns, "Any woman who is con
sidering having a baby and who
thinks she might have placed her

The Place Where Fresh is the Taste
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7 days a week
1050 W. Kendall Drive., Suite B
San Bernardino, CA 92407
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both San Bernardino and River
side combined, there were over
4,482 HIV positive cases. In Cali
fornia, there was a total of 83,397,
and in the United States, there was
a total of 476,899.
In honor of National World
AIDS Day, the Student Union
Multicultural Center is sponsoring
a World AIDS Day Awareness
Week which began Nov. 21. The
event is co-sponsored by A.S.I.,
the Women's Resource and Adult
Re-Entry CentCT, Health cent^,
Health Sciences Depaitment, San
Bernardino County Department of
Public health, AIDS Division, and
the Inland AIDS Project.There are
a number of events scheduled
throughout the week:
Nov. 27 frtun 12-1 p.m.: "Minori
ties & AIDS" discussion in the
Multicultural Center.
Nov. 29 from 1-3 p.m.: "Shared
Rights, Shared Responsibilities."
An expert panel of 6-8 speakers
ranging frtxn docttx^ and nurses to
HIV infected people will discuss
AIDS in Events Center C. Two
40 million men, wtxnen, and chil panels from the AIDS Memorial
dren worldwide will be infected (^It will be displayed in Events
with the human immuiK>deficietK:y Center B.
vims (HIV) by the turn of the cen
tury.
By the year 2000, acquired im
mune deficiency syndrome (AIDS)
will be the third most common
cause of death in the United States. CDC National AIDS Hotline
(800) 342-2437
This means that more than two
AIDS Hodine (909) 922-2437
million people in the United States
AIDS/HIV Control Program
will carry the disease, which is (909) 383-3060
tqiproximately one out of every Clinical Services Program (909)
125 Americans.
383-3080 or (909) 383-3014.
As of September of this year, in

"Right now...If you get HIV in
your 20's, you will die by around
40 years old." Cornelius Baker of
the National Association of People
With AIDS

^UBwnv^
Buy any Footlong
sub and get a 2nd
sub of equal or
lesser value FREE
with purchase of a
32 oz. drink

self at risk for HIV infection, even
if this occurred years ago, should
seek counseling and testing before
she gets pregnant."
The Inland AIDS Project offers
free and anonymous HIV testing
on aregular weekly basis.Formcxe
infonhaticMi on locations and times
please call the Inland AIDS Project
at (800)499-2437.
Friday, December 1st, 1995, is
World AIDS DAY, proclaimed
annually by the World Health Or
ganization.
Evoy day, AIDS statisticsare rap
idly increasing. According to the
World Health Organization, 30 to

990 COMBO;

How to get
help

Doc
In the Box
By Dr. Craig
Henderson
How does counseling work ant
what can you expect?
Students may consider counsel
ing because they have some ques
tions or concerns related to them
selves or to important relationships
in their lives.
During the fu-st appointment, the
counselor will ask questions and
listen to specific concerns thathave
been brought and to gain a general
sense of the student's background.
Chice the initial understanding
has been reached between the stu
dent and the counselor, a recom
mendation is made. This may in
volve individual or group counsel
ing.
The counselor can assist in lo
cating other sources of help on
campus or in the community.
It is better when the counselor
helps the student clarify theirthinking, rather than giving advice or
directions.
Counseling sessions are usually
50 minutes long.
The Center has ^pointments
from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. weekdays,
with limited evening hours. Call
exL 5040 or visit the Health Cen
ter, room 136.

In Brief

Barbara Chandler and AnneLise Sveen travelled ^road last
ear with International Programs,
ou can study abroad next year.
The a^lication deadline for«
Onada, Denmark, France,
Germany, Italy, Mexico, Spain,
Sweden and United Kingdom is
Feb. 1,1996. Australia, New
Zealand and Zimbabwe exchange
applications are due on May 1,
1996. Forms are available'in the
Multimedia Langu^e Lab, UH007 from 8 a.m. to Tp.m.
Monday to Thursday and from 8
a.m. to 2 p.m. Friday.
For iniormation, call ext.
5677.
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Sigma Phi's Angei Tree Project
With the n^id approach of the
Christmas season, Sigma Phi Epsilons "Angel Tree Project" is here
(Hice again, demonstrating strength
in its mission to help needy chil
dren enjoy the holiday.
In the ccaning weeks, many chil
dren will send wish lists to Santa
Glaus, and many parents will pur
chase Pow^ Ranger figures, Sega
CD systems and the latest styles in
Doc Marten boots.
If children from impoverished
families are to receive anything for
Christmas, giftmustbe soughtfrom
outside sources. This is where
Sigma Phi Epsilons "Angel Tree
Project" is involved. Ibe Angel
Tree, displayed near the front desk
in thestudent unionarea, isaChristmas tree decorated with paper an
gels, each of which separateaneedy
child who must be "adopted" for
Christmas and bought gifts for.
The'needs of the children are
listed oh the angels; not toys in
many cases, but bare essentials,
such as clothing and shoes.
Participation in
the "Angel Tree
Project^' is' not
only benefrcial
to the children
involved, but
also for the buy
ers of the gifts.
"1 feel that the
Sigma Eps are
doing agreat ser
vice to the com
munity through
this ix-oject, and it is a powerful,
rewarding feeling knowing that I
can make a difference in a poor
childs life at Christmas," said
Jeanneoe Carson, a sophomore.
Membo^ of Sigma Phi Epsilon
involved in the "Angel Tree
Project" thoroughly enjoy the ex
perience of helping needy chil
dren. "This is truly a great project,"
said Joe Eubank, Sigma ^i Epsi-

By Dennis Kraus

Special to The Coyofe Chronicle

. loto by Cnstina Hanson
Den n i s A . Buck, S. Phillip Morff, Clements A. Mojica, and Randy
Minarirpose In front of the Angel Tree In the Student Union.

Ion coordinator of the project.
"Needy children can have a Christ
mas this year because of it."
"It is a warm feeling knowing 1
am helping a child in need," said
Rick Phillips, member of Sigma
Ep.
The "Angel Tree Project," cur
rently in its fourth year at Cal S tate
San Bernardino, works in cohe
sion with the San Bernardino Sal-

In

vation Army,
the organiza
tion respon
sible for pro
viding thou
sands of people
with gifts dur
ing the holi
days.
To partici
pate in the
inojectandhelp
a needy child, one must "adopt" a
child at the table located near the
tree. Addition forms must be com
pleted and thegifts on thedetached
portion of the angel must be pur
chased and returned to the Angel
Tree - unwrapped - by Friday, Dec.
1. Sigma Phi Epsilon will transport
the gifts to the Salvation Anny,
located at 5th and H streets in San
Bernardino, until Dec. 16.

Brief

Commencement Planning in
Progress
1996 will mark the first time
that graduation ceremcmies will be
beldindoors. The Coussoulis Arena
will hostcommencement exercises
for each of the five different
schools. The schedule will be:
Saturday, June 15
9 am.- Business and Public Ad
ministration; ext. 5700
2 pm.- Humanities; ext 5800
6:30 pm. Education; exL 5600

Wrong InformaticHi Given
Page 4 in the 1995-96 Univer
sity B ulletin incorrectly shows Cal
State will beclosedJan. 14,15 and
16 in celebration of Martin Luther
King Jr. Day. Hie holiday is actu
ally Jan. 15. Jan. 13 and 15 there
will be no classes and the library
will be closed Jan. 13,14 and 15.

Sunday, June 16
9 a.m.- Natural Sciences; exL 5300
2 p.m.- Coachella Valley Campus;
exL 5455
6:30 pm. Social and Behavicnal
Sciences; ext 5500
Students may be eligible to
graduate if they have filed a grad

New Office for S.S.D.
Services for Students with Dis
abilities will move in January to
the first floor of University Hall.
The purpose of this relocation is to
become more accessible to stu
dents wi± a disability and to as
sure mcffe safety for students saved

check and have fulfilled graduate
requirementinDec. 1995(n-March,
Jui»e, Sept., or Dec., 1996.

Your Department of Public
Safety has adopted the following
mission statement;
'The Mission of the Department
of Public Safety is the protection
of life and property on the Univer
sity campus. We provide jwofessional service to the University
campus through our core values of
public safety and service, integrity
and campus oriented problem solv
ing. We perform our mission
through diligent crime prevention,
disaster ]uuparedness,{^ofessional
law enforcement and problem ori
ented policing. We strive to live
daily by our departmental motto
'Campus Safety throughService'."
Public Safety Department has a
strongcommitmenttoboth service

and safety. Beyond that lies our
departmental vision to become the
best public safety department in
the CSU system. But we cannot
accomplish that without your help
and involvement. Tliat's where
"Campus Oriented Problem Solv
ing" (COPS) comes in.
It is a combination of Commu
nity Oriented Policing (COP) and
Problem Oriented Policing (TOP)
adjusted to campus use. The key
elements are service oriented nontraditional law enforcement and a
strong partnership with theuniver
sity community.
Identifying the root cause of re
petitive problems and coming up
with solutions is the first step. Fur
ther, community involvement and
pa^ership with police in devel
oping those innovative solutions
promotes a public safety effort
stronger than traditional models.
To this end our officers will
become increasingly more in
volved in campus life. May I sug
gest that many of you reading this
article may have the very answers
we need tocorrect problems on our
campus. Cjet involved and help our
department make the campus the
safest in the system.

The CSUSB Chapter of

Phi Kappa Phi National Honor Society
Announces a

Phi Kappa Phi Graduate Fellowship
We will nominate a student for $7,000
support for first-year graduate or
professional study
(about one out of every three nominees receives an award)

by the SSD Program.
Pacific Review Acceptii^ Ar
ticles
Cal State's literary magazine.
The Pacific Review will be accept
ing student written poetry, prose
and one-act plays until February.
Students are asked to type all ar
ticles and include a self-addressed
stamped envelope and telephone
number with all manuscripts.
The magazine, which is spon
sored by the English Department,
has been edited annually by stu
dents for 14years. Poetry readings
are held once a quarter.
For more information, call James
Brownatext 5894CH-JuanDelgado
at ext. 5826, or visit UH-301.30.

rs/sjsr
Two $500 Phi Kappa Phi Fellowships
Application deadline February 1, 1996
Applications available from Lil Haskell, AD-101

)K<P
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Letters
To The
Editor
Staff writer Mitchell N.S. Bohn
stated, 'The paid [pro-life] adver
tisements in this issue [Nov. 1] of
The Coyote Chronicle is probably
the worst thing to do to a bunch of
college students." This assertion
seemed most ironic, especially in
light of his later admission that
"college students.,.are supposed to
be forming theirown opinion about
life." Precisely. So let them form.
It is not the "worst thing to do,"
to provide read^s with alternative
views from which to draw more
informed coitclusions. The "worst
thing to do" is for a journalist to
insist that all who disagree, "need
U) take their personal views on the
subject and cram it."
Clark H. Smith
••

I was going to write a letter to
chastise the board's decision to
increase administrative salaries.
But, upon reading Mitchell
Bohn's column, "Oh, Please!", I
was mOTe outraged at his ai^arent
attitude problem than any news of
fee increases could have made me.
His reference to this school as
"substandard" is not only insulting
to those of us who actually depend
(HI our classes and professors and
this school's facilities to become
educated, but I hcmestly feel a per
son with such resentment toward
this institution simply needs tofmd
another school to attend.
Education, regardless of where
one receives it, grows from a
suident's desire to learn, and when
that desire is profound, even a stu
dent at the most obscure university
in the world will come out with a
"sup^-standard" mind. The only
thing substandard about any uni
versity is the attitude of persons
like Mitchell, who use the institu
tions "rank" (wh^vo* that really
means is up fort grabs) to justify
thdr own lack of intellectual com
mitment Itdoesn'tmatter whether
you'reatCSUSBorYale, if you're
iiotstudying(vc(Hnmiaedtoleaming, you're not going to be learn
ing; hence a substandard educa
tion.
In my opinion, CSUSB has more
than oKHigh resources to supply
an intellectual with a solid educa
tion. But no school has the ability
to turn a utilitarian clod who is
looking for a piece of parchment to
bang on the wall and list on a
resume into the next great thinker
of our time.
Tony Dublino

all-nighters
a.ren't alwayiS
spent in
the library
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OPINIONS & EDITORIALS

You Are What You Eat
A CSUSB student shares
her story
Eating disorders such as
anorexia and bulimiaarevery ccmmon among young women and
widely discussed by scholars and
doctors. So, why is this problem
increasing every year?
Of course, the media plays an
influential role in wtxnen being so
self-conscious. Of course, doctors
tell us that being overweight is
harmful to our health. This, I can
accept.
But, the media depicts people
who are overweight as unattrac
tive. Women are supposed to have
thefigureof amodel. This genera
tion tells women that looking like
a waif (a girlish-looking woman
about 15 pounds underweight) is
attractive. The portrayal that
wcHnen should look like models
begins in the media and is then
reinforced in the home, at school
and at work.
A young, five-year-old who
thinks she is fat (due to all of these
circumstances) has already put
herself on a diet. I just walked into
a ccHivenience store the other day
to buy gas for my car. The young
woman who took my money was
so frail that skin barely hangs over
the framework of her face and body.
She looked as if she has been starv
ing herself for months.
I know when someone is slowly,
deliberately deteriorating their
body.
1 fell into the tr^ in junior high
of never being h^py because I
always had five more pounds to
lose. I used to excuse myself after
a meal to get rid of it in the bath
room. I used to wake upearly toget
a bead start on my two-hour sta
tionary bike ride before I started
my day.
I began this destruction by be
ing anorexic. I simply would not
eat and when Idid, it was a cracker
(X fruit. No matter what, the food
had no fat an 1 worked off the
calories by immediately exercis
ing andcontinuing todo so through
out my day.
Bulimia entered the picture when
J was 14 or 15.1 remember the first
time I actually started throwing-up
my food. I was at my grandparent*s
house during the holidays. There
was so much food around me that
simply eating aroU and salad would
look suspicious. It all looked so
good, too.
I decided to gorge myself and at
the end of the meal, I panicked! I
was so sick to my stcxnach that
throwing-up was what I naturally
felt like doing anyway. I now had
more control of my body by being
able to be confortable in all situa
tions.
Suiprisihgl^r,' fabt'tbb'flihh^'

people noticed that I was deterio
rating, or they did and were afraid
to say something. Onep^ondid
notice and did say something. She
was about 30 years older than I
was, but, she used to be anorexic,
herself. She cared enough to want
to help me. The sad truth was that
I wasn't yet ready to help myself.
Several months later she accompa
nied me to the doctcx who told me
bow sick I was.
With then helpof God I gave up
my disease. I was given discern
ment to see that I really was not fat,
which is the issue of control I am
continuing to work on many years
later.
I still am free from starving
myself and vomiting my food. I
still look closely at the calories and
fat grams in the food I eat I don't
exercise nearly as much anymore,
but because I don't, I find my mind
wandering back to my disorderly
patterns.
I feel guilty for eating. I feel
guilty for not exercising. I constanUy think of how Ican maintain
my weight throughout my life.
What if I get fat? Will I go back to
my old cycle?
I promised God and my hus
band that I will not.
That is the only thing that is
stopping me. All I can say is that
when I started these eating pat
terns I was 12 or 13.1 am now 24.
You can never get rid of the men
tality that comes with being
anorexic and bulimic.
Even if you are a psychologi
cally healthy adult, the thoughts
will still be haunting you. E>on't
buy into the fatal conviction in
which the world is trying to brain
wash into you. Don't buy into the
fatal conviction in which the world
is trying to brainwash into you.
Youare worth more than theiropin
ions.
If you have already begun this
cycle by becoming obsessive about
fat grams or exercising, or, if you
are even farther along, make a de
cision to stop. You will literally be
saving your life, health problems
later on and your well-being. Seek
help frcnn God and a friend. You
are mtxe likely to stop if scxneone
else helps by supporting you.

ift

stood in protest in the first row saved about $7 to 8 million?
Will the new Arena bring pres
with their backs to the game for
Sports Editor
tige
and attention to this campus or
approximately lOminutesandthen
left quietly, showing their dissatis will it be just another waste of
student fees?
Welcome to the world of big faction with the way the Univer
Will 5,000 pei^le be in the
sity dealt with the firing of its only stands at one time...ever?
time college athletics.
Those who developed the plan AMcan-American coach.
I am starting to wonder.
Is this what we approved the
to make CSU San B^iardino a
The student body at Cal State
should have pride in their school
Division II athletic powerhouse referendum for?
And then comes the Arena it and come out and enjoy what they
must not have known what they
were getting themselves into. But self. It is indeed a jewel and jxob- are paying over $50 a year in fees
ably nicer than any other Division for.
then again, maybe they did.
At the same time, we should be
Take, fw example, last week's II school's arena in the country,
cautious in growing. This Univer
but
questioning
the
wisdom
of
arrest of star recruit basketball
building the 5,000 seat megaplex sity is just an infant in college
player Lamont Riley.
isn't too difficult, even for a yahoo athletics on this scale. The athletic
Riley had been the pride and joy like me.
department has never before been
of the basketball program going
The biggest concern is whether able to recruit at this level nor has
into the 1995-96 season. Here was even half of edacity will ever come it felt the pressureit does now tobe
a guy who was the state's leading through the gates. Only 731 fans successful.
But before we become just an
junior-college scorer, had made showed up for the first men's game
All-State first-team and had been last Friday night, (even though far other University with the disease
named Most Valuable Player in fewer seemed to actually be in the "Collegius Athleticitis," where ath
letes can get away with anything
the Foothill South Conference last stands).
Is this new Arena that the Uni just because they can shoot the
season.
versity is soixoud of even justified three-pointer, we should suive for
Now he is just another athlete in
the utmost in character and in tal
in the slightest?
trouble with thelaw after allegedly
Couldn't the University have ent.
pushing a woman down, kicking built a 2,500 seat cranplex and
Developing a program in which
down her door and breaking furni
students graduate, work with the
campus community and show the
ture in front of her two small chil
pride in themselves that would pre
dren.
vent the ugliness in college ath
Is this what we approved the
letes common on shows like
building of a $25 million complex
KPN's SportsCenter should be
for?
the goal of ourathletic department.
Or, take for example the fuing
Period.
of women's basketball coach
But first, we must demand the
Luvina Beckley, who was widely
utmost in character and integrity
respected by her players, success
from everyone involved, from ath
ful as a coach, and for which the
letic director Nancy Simpson to
each and every player all the way
athletic department has given no
down to the students working as
real reason for her departure.
ushers in the stands.
On Nov. 17th, during the first
African Student Alliance and the
Perhsqjs then we will realize it
women's basketball game, a group
Nation of Atoners united to end
was
all worth it.
of African-American students
discrimination on camous.

By Mathew Piscatelia

Night Life at CSUSB
Conye and vtsU the

Hamid Aghili i£r
ommomty
lOtMLMOUSMC

Office (909) 886-0711
Pager (909) 715-8587
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Are Collegiate Athletics Worth the Cost?

NEIGHBORHOOD
REALTORS

Real Estate Specialist
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MLS

NO MONEY DOWN

974 Kendall Dr., Suite 1
'San Bernardino: 0^9240? '' Available Ihrough variotiS'progrefne

College
Legal Clinic
Specializing In family, criminal,
personal injury, landlord/tenant,
and other fields of law!
Can US at 880-59361
We arc located In the A8I Siiltea In the Stndent Unlonl
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F eatures
ROTO is Opportunity

Coachella Valley
Campus Update
Learning from a Distance
The 1995-96 school year will
maiic a turning point in the way
which those in the Coachella Val
ley will receive their educationdistance learning.
Distance learning is defined as
learning that takes place where the
professor and students are sepa
rated by distance. Through a grant
from the Air Quality Management
District, the Coachella valley Cam
pus has been able to purchase and
set up a "Video Conferencing Sys
tem" between CSUSB, the
Coachella Valley Campus, Cal
State Polytechnic University,
P(xnona, ^o Verde College in
Blythe, and Copper Mountain
Campus, an extension campus of
College of the IDesert in Joshua
Tree.
The Picture Telesystem pro
vided by View Tech has been in
operation since fall 1994 offering
wily eight classes last year and will
transmit 18 to 20 classes this year.
Palo Verde and Copper Moun
tain came on line this fall. Hie
campus also has an Instructional
Television Fixed Service and EMail and Internet possibilities.
New Land to be Purchased
The CSU Board of Trustees has
accepted the donation of land by
the City of Palm Desert and its
Redevelopment Agency, which has
committed 40 acres for the perma
nent location of the Coachella Val
ley Campus.
The Nov. 9 resolution includes
approval of setting aside another

By Teresa Soidano

The year 1996 has been pro
posed as the Year of the Alumni by
the state-wide Alumni Council and
the CSU chief advancement offic
ers. Trustees will be asked to ap

Tony Coulson, coordinator of electronic systems, guides a class
through the distance learning process.

160 acres adjacent to the site in the CVC Planning Celebration
event that the CSU and the state
The campus will celebrate its
decide that a full campus should be
10-year anniversary and the gradu
built there within 20 years.
Located at the intersection of ating class of 1996 in June.
The Coachella Valley Campus
Cook Street and Frank Sinatra
Drive, three-and-a-half miles from has been operating from tempo
the current CVC location, the site rary facilities located on the Col
consists of a sloping piece of land lege of the Desert since 1986. The
^proximately at the center of the enrollment of CVC is more than
Coachella Valley, between Route 550 undergraduate and graduate
students, offering 12 graduate pro
11 and Interstate 10.
Upon completion of the Cook grams and five undergraduate pro
Street extension and interchange grams. The enrollment may triple
with I-IO, the site will have excel in 10 more years.
The campus offers between 55
lent transportation access to the
entire valley, said CVC Dean, Pe and 60 classes per quarter.
ter Wilson.

prove a resolution endorsing that
designation.
The CSU has an estimated 2
million alumni across the country
and around the wwld. They in
clude presidents of companies,
teachers, actors, journalists, astro-

nauts, computer scientists, univer
sity presidents and facul^.
CSUSB will join other CSU's at
Disneyland Feb. 9 for a private
party to celebrate the Year of the
Alumni. Formore information, call
exL 5008 or E-mail: alumni.

Welcome to the Haruest of
North Pointe Apartments
•£f'

i

f Ar

There are two and three year, or
Express scholarships designed for
high quality students pursuing de
You may haver seen us in uni grees in areas critic^ to the Air
form around campus doing drill Force, in the fields of Electrical
training orphysical fitness, but our Engineering, Math, Meteorology,
main focus in the Air Force Re Nursing, ComputerScience, Phys
serve Officer Training Corps, is to ics, and Computer Engineering.
This Scholarship
train individu
is also available
als to become
to minorities
team players
by teaching
pursuing any
leadership and
major, '^ere is
follower^ip,"
also a POC in
centive scholar
saidMikeVon
ship available to
Buelow, the
Cadet Wing
those pursuing
Commander of
any
major,
which awards up
the Air Force
ROTChereon
to $2000per year
Campus.
(or $666 per
The Air
quarter) andpays
Force ROTC
for books as
offers two or
well.
four year train
The program
ing for those
is also highly in
interested in
volved in many
pnototy Mnny Merne
different activi
gaining leader
ship skills, as Cadets Shlvely, Pruksajarinsiri,
ties throughout
well as many Berachah. and Aktutay at the first
the university
othw opportu- Color Guard presentation
and community.
nities that come along with mili FOT Halloween, the group went
tary positions. And even if you are trick-or-treating, but instead of
not interested in a career in the Air collecting candy, they collected
Force, there are many benefits that food and clothing fcx* needy fami
come along with joining the pro lies in the community. When fmgram.
ished, they had so many goods that
After graduation. Von Buelow they filled up an 18 wheelo*.
plans to go into a career in Aircraft
On December 2, the group will
Maintenance as a unit supervising be officially adopting a highway.
officer. The pay for this position They will volunteer their time to
starts at approximately $2,000 regularly cleaning upa special area
monthly, and increases to approxi on the 215 freeway.
mately $10,000 monthly over a
Socials, dinners, dances, and
period of 26 years. As well, all Air spcHts activities are an important
Force positions include full hous part of ROTC as well. The group
ing allowances, incentive pay, and regularly attend socials am local
substinance allowances.
hang out called "Bottom Gun."
The program also offers won
If you are at least a sophcmiore,
derful travel benefits. Currently, and interested in learning mtm
Cadet Von Buelow is offered free about the Air Force ROTC and
travel to anywhere in the United scholarship information, please
States.
As well, there are many scholar contact Captain Barry J. Decocq at
ships available through ROTC. ext. 7322.
Coyote Chronicle Staff Writer

Year of the Alumni Proposal Set

By CSU Office of Public
Affairs

Jl

2 Swimming Pools
3 Whirlpool Spas
Fitness Center and Racquetbal! Court
Sauna
3 Loundry Buildings
Frost-free Refrigerators
Woodburning Fireplaces
Cathedrai Ceilings
Gated Community
Pets Weicome
Discounts for Students 8t faculty
k\ortt)~PoiV)t© Ap:nv4©n"h)
i2(bs KGoddiXr.
5an"BGrTKrdfr)o, CA-

^2^07

Wheels of Fortune
By Chad Boone

London

$229*
Frankfurt
Tokyo
Bangkok
Guatemala
San Jose
Athens

$229*
$265*
$382*
$249*
$249*
$270*

-Fares are each way frorrr Los Atrgeles ba^ed on a
rour>d(rip purchase. Taxes not included and restricdons
apply. Call (or other worldwide destinations.

Council Travel
530 Bush St., Dept. 800, Suite700
San Francisco, CA 94108

1-800-2-COUNCIL
(1-800-226-8624;

EURAILPASSES Avail;

Coyote Chronicle Staff Writer

Services to Students with Dis
abilities is co-sponsoring a wheel
chair basketball game featuring
The Loma Linda Roller Coasters
vs. The San Diego Express basket
ball teams.
These fast paced players are set
to compete at 5 p.m. Dec. 1 in
Coussoulis Arena.
Many people may tend to imag
ine a wheelchair basketball game
as a round-upof players who have
lost the use of their legs and who
are restricted to wheelchairs. In
truth, these players have a wide
range of varyingdisabilities which
haven't impair^ them at all from
successfully playing the fast paced
sport of wheelchair basketball. For
instance, one player is a paraple
gic, and another an amputee. While
some suff^ed polio, one man has

bone spurs in his ankles. All these
men have beat the many mcdeit
day stereotypes of what a disabled
person can and can't do.
Lloyd Broyles, a member of the
Loma Linda Roller Coasters said,
"These events are important 'ind
exciting because it promotes better
awareness of athletes with physi
cal challenges who are able to conpete."
Broyles added, "Our goal is to
help and involve as many disabled
athletes as we can. In a sense, pro
vide them a stepping stone to what
ever they might want to improve
iqxm. If Aat means imixoving their
sicills as an athlete or just having
fun, we're ihwe."
Admission is free.
There is free parking available
in E, F, and P.E. lots. For more
infonnaticm, call ext. 5138or con
tact Broyles through the Human
Resources Department.
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Spotlight on Alumni: Nicholas Coussoulis
By Mike Murphy
San Bernardino County Sun.
Reprinted with permission.

"The greatest achievement a son
can attain is to have the oppOTtunity to publicly honor his father
and mother," said Nicholas
Coussoulis at the ribbon-cutting
ceremony fw the Health andKiysical Education Complex in Sep-

tember.
The James and Aerianthi
Coussoulis Arena, part of the $25
million complex, is the largest in
door sports arena in the Inland
Empire.
Coussoulis, founds and presi
dent of a successful development
business, has honored not only his
parents, but the students and resi
dents of the area with his private
gift of $500,000 toward construc-

tion of the 5,000-seat arena
His tribute to his parents-etched
on a permanent plaque that is
mounted in the arena lobby-in
cludes this inscription:
"At the end of World War II,
with (Mily the clothes on theirback,
they traveled to America to give
their children the oppwlunity for a
better future. Their faith in God
and a belief in (xie another gave
them the fcxtitude to raise their

children with dignity, and the de
termination to achieve an educaticm. Tbank you, mother and fa
ther."
A 1975 graduate of Cal State
San Bernardino, Coussoulis has
made an indelible impression on
the Inland Empire.
In addition to the residential and
business developments he has fos
tered in the area, Coussoulis has
been a leader in economic devel

k
f
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or fast relief from the nagging ache of taxes, we
recommend TIAA-CREF SRAs. SRAs are tax-deferred

annuities designed to help build additional assets —money that
can help make the difference between living and living uv//
after your working years are over.
Contributions to your SRAs arc deducted from your salaiy
on a pre-tax basis. That lowers your current taxable income, so

you start saving on taxes right away. What's more, any
earnings on your SRAs are also tax-deferred until you receive
them as income. That can make a big difference in how painful
your tax bill is eveiy3^ar.

R E M E N T

INVESTING

As the nation's largest retirement system, we offer a wide
range of allocation choices—from TlAA's traditional annuity,
with its guarantees of principal and interest, to the seven
diversified investment accounts of CREF's variable annuity.
What's more, our expenses are veiy low,® which means more of
your money goes toward improvingyour future financial health.
To find out more, call our planning specialists at
I 800 8^2-2888. We'll send you a complete SRA information
kit, plus a free slide-calculator that shows you how much SRAs
can lower your taxes.
Call today—it couldn't hurt.

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it.*

L.

CREF ceniBcfttes
i expenses.

A

opment. He was a charter member
of the Inland Empire Economic
council when it formed to pro
mote regional economic develop
ment in 1986.
His expertise in this area was
acknowledged by former CaliforniaOovemor George Deukmejian,
who appointed him to the Califor
nia council on Economic Devel
opment.
Long recognized for his patron
age of die arts, Coussoulis was also
appointed by Deukmejian to the
California Arts Council, serving
until 1991.
Locally, he has provided major
funding for the Inland Empire Sym
phony Association. His support
was recognized with the coveted
"Golden Baton Award in 1989.
Coussoulis is also a long lime
friend of higher education. He has
served for more than a decade on
the Board of Councilors, which
supports the School of Business
and Public Administration on cam
pus.
In 1991, he was appointed to a
second four-year term on the University Advisory Board for
CSUSB.
For a number of years he has
provided funding annually for sev
eral scholarships for under-repre
sented minorities in response to
special university priorities.
In 1994, he received Cal Slate's
"Distinguished Executive Officer
Award," presented by the School
of Business and Public Adminis
tration. He was the firstalumnus to
be so honored.
Coussoulis attributed much of
his success to the support and guid
ance of his parents who immigrated
to the U.S. from Greece when Nick
was none years old. Nick's father
wOTked seven days a week as a
cook in Brunswick, Maine, until
the restaurant closed in 1952.
Out of work, James Coussoulis,
his wife, Aerianthi, and their three
children accepted a ride to San
Bernardino in thecar of the former
restaurant owner. Their posses
sions consisted of 420 and every
thing fit in the trunk of the car.
James, who barely spoke En
glish, found work in San Bernar
dino and continued as a cook until
he retired.
Nick says bis father was a good
provider and an outstanding role
model. Together with Aerianthi,
be taught his children to woik hard,
study hard and take advantage of
the promising opportunities avail
able in this country.
"Nick Coussoulis is truly an
outstanding example of the Ameri
can Dream"saidJackBrown, presi
dent and chief executive officer of
Stater Bros. Markets, when Cal
State presented Coussoulis with
the "Arrowhead Distinguished
Executive Officer Ward" in 1994.
Brown said Coussoulis has
shown outstanding/:ppyiuq;npptto
the community. '
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I TIHIE CIECLE OF LIFE
Thanksgiving time performance shows more than Pilgrims and Indians
By Margaret Gholston
Special to The Coyote Chronicle

People couldn't help but to stop,
look, and listen as the Native Ameri
can Celebration took place in Gal
State'sStudentUnion Courtyard. It
was organized by the Multicultural
Center to celebrate Native Ameri
can Month Nov. 22 fixMn noon to 2
p.m.
It was a time for dancing and
singing...a time to share pride in
one's culture...a time for
friendship...but most of all, it was a
time for all students to learn of the
traditions, rituals, and values that
Native American tribes hold dear.
A calm peace entered as the "Har
vest Song" began. The "Harvest
Song" is a tribalsong of good pros
perity, wishing good crops for all.
Next, aNative American lecturer, a
Pubelo Indian from Mexico, shared
his feelings of how proud he was of
his religion, traditions, and values,
and how heshares with others about
his culture. Soon, the drum began
to beat. The drum symbolizes the
heart of Mother Earth, and the fact
that we are all a part of her and may
be drawn to her.
The first perfonners to demwistrate this belief were two Califor
nia Mission Indians, Pete and bis
grandson, Tyler Redwolf. As the
singing began, more and more
people stopped toobserve the danc
ing pair. Pete had explained before

the performance began that "all the
dances and songs performed aie
sacred and passed down from gen
eration togeneration," whicbmeant
that little Tyler Redwolf would one
day carry on the dancing tradition
of his grandfather.
Next, the Friendship Dance was
performed, and not just by perform
ers, but by spectators and students
of Cal State. The Friendship Dance
is a chance for the perfonners and
members of the audience to meet
and greet each otb^ in a round,
warm circle. For tribes, the Friend-

? ^ii
ship Dance means "the circle of
life," in which they are all con
nected as one. The dance itself in
cludes a light tailing of the feet,
dancing in afollow-the-leader fash
ion in a circle, and giving a warm
hand shake to all who have taken
part in the dance.
Between performances, a Native
American lecturer told a very inter-

When You Move Into Our
Beautiful Apartment Community!
Huge Apartments up to 1600 Square Feet
•Decorative Fireplaces
•Fenced Yards
•Pool, Jacuzzi & BBQs
•Basketball Court
•Built-in Hutches & Desks
•Play Area
•Central Air & Heat
•Sand Volleyball
•Large Patios
•Pets Welcome
COUNTRYWOOD APARTMENTS 70':^_97A1
1255 E. Citrus Avenue, Redlands OA
Mgmt coni^y

JI'L1T!H''E^IC C^I9^S'E fOOT)

•Lunch Specials •Free Delivery
• Take-Out/Dine-In
• Farty Catering

jPEKING INN

a L(

"

j

Photo byJeresa Sold'ano
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esting story about a violent and
deadly stranger who slowly took
over a bouse and its household.
Soon, the stranger bad taken com
plete control of the house and the
oldresidentswereevicted. The story
was a tale of the take over the Euro
peans led in the new world, who'e
the first Native Americans wCTe
dwelling and living peacefully.
First, the Europeans took the land
on the coast slowly moving across
the country, and pushing the Native
Americans back further and fur
ther, until there was nothing leftfor

4434 University Parkway
San Bernardino, CA 92407
(909)880-2825
One coupon per custom^

them. So, they had to once again
search for a new home. In conclu
sion, the lecturer told everyone that
Native Americans had always been
seen as the passive minority be
cause of the few numbers of Native
Americans. Today, the Native
American Force is growing stron
ger.The lecturer said NativeAmeri
cans will continue to grow as a
voice to be heard and they will
continue to spread their beliefs of
peace to all people.
Later, Orville Little Owl's Iron
Bowl Singers and Dance Troop per
formed a beautiful Grand Entry,
that represented seven different
tribes: Navaho, Mojave, Apache,
Yaqui Aztec, HunkP^a Lakota,
Ma^, Winneboge. All the per
formers were dressed up in gor
geous regalias in colors of purple,
blue, red, black, white, maroon,
bight multi-colors, and daric multi
colors. Some regalias were stir-

rounded by an array of feathers.
Others were accented by jewelryfrom body length chokers to neck
length chokers, eanings, and bells.
There were different dances that
the Iron Bowl Singers and Dance
Troop performed. Some of the
dances of the celebration were the
Fancy Shaw, die Prop Hop, theTwo
Step, and the Inter-tribal Dance.
Tate, a upcoming tribaldancer, sang
the songs for most of the perform
ers, as well as Orville Little Owl.
Also, Tate, and two others played
the drum for music. This is the
second year that the Iron Bowl has
participated in Cal State's Native
American Celebration. Orville
Little Owl had been singing for
many years with his other singers,
but started the dance troop in 1992.
The Iron Bowl has performed for
many other colleges and universi
ties such as Grafton Hills College,
Chaffey College, Cal State Univer
sity, Los Angeles, Pasadena City
College, North Hollywood, and
many more.
Many students and spectators en
joyed the Cal Slate' sNative Ameri
can Celebration.
Angela Vasquez commented,
"This was one of the most interest
ing and insightful displays we've
had on campus this quarter. The
festival gives us a better under
standing of the Native American
culture."
Another Cal State student shared,
"It's cool that the school promotes
something like this on campus."
One spectator said, "It's really in
teresting to see the dancers, be
cause it's cultural."
Many different people came to
witness the spectacular celebraticMi,
but the nicest group of spectators
were the group of the children who
came, saw, listened, and, a few,
even danced in the celebration. This
celebration opened-up their eyes,
and many C!al State students' eyes,
to something new and wond^ul
they will be able to remember,
andbopefully use as they continue

Teach in Zimbabwe

12 month eductional program with volimte^ work
at a school for disadvantaged youth. In village
health campaigns you teach families about
health and nutrition and cany out practical
actions like establishmoit of vegetable
gardens. Preparation and follow-up pmods
in the U.S. No prior experience necessary.
Program starts Febuary 15,1996.

Institute for Infl Cooperation & Development^

liCD, P.O. Box 103-C, Wllliamstown, MA 01267
(413)458-9828
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A BI-WEEKLY
CD REVIEW
By Jeff Catallini
Coyote Ctironicle Staff Writer

The self-titled debut of
Redbelly's latest compact disc is
an exampleof a musicm collabora
tion that provides a rock-n-roll
groove. Tneir music maintains
heavy grooves with its awesome
guitar playing. The opening track
utled 'Tire in the Hole' opens with
a howling guitar sound which is
then followed by a pumping bass
and slow, pounding dnuns. This

track was their debut single release
from this CD, and a good one at
d»t. The song "Pain" begins with a
fast, grooving guitar, that makes
the listener want to get up and do
the "cabbage patch dance. The
song then begins to slow to a
melody, but only for a few seconds.
Ato this mellow moment on the
track, the grooves pick up with the
awesome guitar playing and that

"cabbage patch" dance feeling
comes back.
The drumming maintains a ccmstant slow and fast past almost off
setting the guitar grooves. What I
mean about off setting is that the

/ing, which pumps in cadence
witit the drums.
The sound of Redbelly can be
best described as a combination of
Soundgarden and Alice In Chains.
The tuning of thesong "Anastasia"
sounds similar to Soundgarden's
"Black Hole Sun," and is the only
ballad on thedisc. The sound on the
rest of the tracks possess a definite
Seattle influence, outmaintain their
own style with their heavy guitar
grooves, pounding drums andbass.
Overall, this New YwkCity quin
tet is musically talented.The vocals
are clear, powerful and fit in within
rock and roll nicely. I would highly
recommend Redbelly for your CD
collection. Hopefully, we will hear
more from this band in the future.
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this was Jeff •
last jam. it seems Mr. Catallini
will be graduating this quarter,
and thus his column will no
longer grace the pages of The
Coyote Chronicle, As we all bow
our heads for a moment of si
lence, we can only hope for the
best.
And pray that soon, aspiring
music critics will submit their
works t o the Chronicle Head Of
fice at UH37...1n hopes of carry
ing on the spirit of our dearly
departed Jeff.

IN MANY COMPANIES
IT TAKES YEARS TO PROVE YOU'RE
MANAGEMENT MATERIAL...

WE LL GIVE YOU 10 WEEKS.
Ten
may not seem like much time to prove you're capable of being
a leader. But if you're tough, smart and determined, ten weeks and a lot of
hard work could make you an Officer of Marines. And Officer Candidates
School (OCS) is where you'll get the chance to prove you've got w/)af it takes
to lead a life full of excitement, full of challenge, full of honor. Anyone can say
they've got what it takes to be a leader, we'll give you ten weeks to prove it.

Marines

The FeoiThe hvad.TheMjmat».

M A IL I N I
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Pilot and ground officer positions available now. For more in
formation, call IstLt. Brian O'Leary at 909-383-1130 or 1814.
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT

"THE PHILOSOPHY OF ART"
By Lisa Frink
Coyote Chronicle Staff Writer

Leo Doyleis an art teacher and
philosopher in one. Having taught
at Cal State San Bernardinofor25
years, be has seen it all.
Doyle grew up liking art, woiking with his hands and getting
praise for his drawings that hung
on the refrigerator! He originally
went to school to become an ar
chitect, but came to the discovCTy
fbat architects design and don't
nuild. What was important to him
was actually working hands on
with his project, seeing something
through beginning to end.
Doyle received his education
through many (H^stigious schools
such as. University of Miami,Jack
Carroll School in Cleveland, and
School of American Craftsman,
even teaching night school there
during his graduate work.
One of the things he enjoys the
most about teaching art is getting
to know his students. His classes
are one on one teaching, being
easy toachieve whenclasses range
in size from 15-20 students. He
also likes how his students learn
things in a non-traditional way.
Asked if he has turned out any
famous students, he told me that
some are in the making with a lot
of them going professional.
Since he started here in 1971,
he has seen a definite change in
art. Starting here during the hip
pie days where people used to
learn one subject in art and go
with it, students today are more
versatile and more career tmented.
'Today you've got to know media

and be Up with technology. If you
know the past and present you can
predict the future.", Doyle said.
Doyle told me that students here
are unaware that they are able to
take art classes as electives, if not
as their major. He teaches classes
that are for people who don' t know
athing aboutart, likemyself! "Cre
ating something challenging gives
more satisfaction than turning in
papers and taking exams." He has
had much success in getting his
students excited about art. He be
lieves that art is an enjoyable chal
lenge.
Cristina Hanson, Photo Editor
for the Chronicle has taken two of
bis classes as part of her gradua
tion requirements. "The atmo
sphere of his classroom is unlike

any other, because his curriculum
allows the students to learn what
they want, working on whatever
projects they themselvesfind most
interesting. Also, Professor Doyle
is careful to make sure the students
are comfortable when working with
potentially dangerous machinery."
When asked what advice be
would give an upcoming art stu
dent, he told me, "When you take
an art class, take it with an open
mind. Experience it and make de
cisions."
As I thanked him for his time,
he left me with this one thought to
ponder: "A laborer works with his
hands, A craftsman works with his
hands and his mind, but an artist
works with hisbands, his mind and
his heart."
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Call
820-3979
Exp. 12/mS^

FREE NOVELL or MICROSOFT
CERTIFICATION ASSESSMENT TEST
LIMITED SPACE AVAIL,* Exp. 1/31/96* Call for Details

ALSO AVAILSOFTWARE APPUCATION TRAINING FOR PC/MAC
Alew

_

•

369-9000

EXT.
181

THE COYOTE CHRONICLE

Calendar
Friday, December 1

Saturday, December 9
Amahl & Night Visitors

CSUSB SYMPHONIC BAND
Playing pieces by: William Grant Still,
Loris Cobanian

ADVENTURE
GAMING GUILD

Music Department:

Music Department:
Badi,

8:15 p.m.@ Recital Hall

Sunday, December 10

Disability Awareness Committee:

WHEEL CHAIR BASKET BALL

Mondays, 6 -9 p.m.
Lower Commons

A one act opera performed 1^ the Concert Choir

8:15 p.m.@ Recital Hail

Music Department:

HISPANIC WOMEN'S
EMPOWERMENT GROUP
Mondays *2:45 - 3:45 p.m.
WR&ARC

Amahl & Night Msitors

5 p.m.

A one act opera performed by the Concert Choir

Economic Forecast Breakfast:

SCUBA CLUB

8:15 p.m.@ Recital Hall

PACIFIC RIM:
OPPORTUNmES FOR
THE INLAND EMPIRE

Friday, December 1*3 p.m.
Physical Sciences 209

TOAST MASTERS

7:15 -10 a.m.@ Events Center

Thursdays *6-7:30 p.m.
UH 352

Saturday, December 2
Association Of Latino Faculty & Staff:

Excursion to theStateline

NOVEMBER 29. 1995

CAMPUS CRUSADE
FOR CHRIST

n s A

Political Science Honor Society

7:30 a.m. - Midnight

December 4-9

FINALS!!!

Friday, December 1*2 p.m.
Pine Room (Lower Commons)

Thursdays *6:15 p.m.
Eucalyptus Room (Lower Commons)

BIOLOGY CLUB

SPANISH TABLE CLUB

Mondays * 1 p.m. - 2p.m.
Biology Building 325

Thursdays *12 Noon -1 p.m.
. Senate Chambers

Surprise your folks.
When you stay awake In class, you tend to learn more. (Unless you have an uncanny talent
of learning through osmosis.) So don't let fatigue get in the way of your A, Revive with Vivarin*.
One tablet has the same amount of caffeine as about two cups of coffee,
And it's just as safe. Hey, anything is possible, if you're up for it.
pili' "
0,9,5 sBssrr:.5;;sr
Use only as directed.

ReviVB With
.

..........

........

.

.

,

Vlvarin.
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$10 Plus Get Up To 7,GOG* Bonus Miles
I When You Use Your MasterC^d® Card To Fly (Shuttle™ By United.
I
I

I

I
I

I
I
_

I

•
I

I

Take $10 Off When You Buy A Roundtrip**
On ShuttleTM By United. It's fast, it's easy,
and you won't have to worry about lost,
stolen, or forgotten tickets again.
All you need to do is:
1. Have your MasterCard® card ready and call 1-800SHUTTLE, ask for E-Ticket^" and book your flight.
2. Mention this coupon code — Promo UA 0107.
3. We'll store your electronic ticket in our ticketing database. Your receipt and itinerary virill be mailed to you. If
needed sooner, ask at the airport. Should you need to
exchange or refund your ticket, you can complete your
arrangements by phone (1-800-SHUTTLE).
4 TO RECEIVE YOUR BONUS MILES, simply call
1-800-930-3104 and enroll in Mileage Plus® or
register your Mileage Plus Membership number. Your
Mileage Plus number must be In your reservation in order
to receive your first roundtrip flight bonus.

(
I
I

I

5. When you check in for your flight, show your
student photo I.D. and your MasterCard® card
you used to purchase your flight.

Call 1-800-SHUTTLE, ask for
E-Iickefs'^ and book your flight.
To receive bonus miles
call 1-800-930-3104.
Stuff The Lawyers Wrote...
Discount is valid on Shuttle™ by United published roundtrip lares of $75
or more wben issued as an electronic ticket. {CALL 1-800-SHUTTLE.)
Discount is available only on ticfrets purchased with a MasterCard® card.
Discount is available only at time of reservation and is only valid on up to two
paid fares purchased together for travel on same flight date and class of service.
Tickets must be purchased 7 days in advance or by May 15,1996. whichever is
earlier, and are valid tor travel through May 31.1996. Offer is not valid with any
other discounts, promotional tares. Mileage Plus® Awards. Silver Wing Plus^,
convention, group, tour, government, military, senior citizen, student, child, travel
package, travel industry discount, joint, interline, whoiesaie, or bulk. Discounted .
travel is eligible for Mileage Plus credit. Se^ available for certain tares are
capacity controlled and may not be available on certain flights or dates. Discount
does not apply November 21/22/26,1995; December 21-23.26-30,1995; January
1-2,1996; or April 4-8,1996. All tares, taxes, and surcharges. Including
Passenger Facility Charges are e;dra. Certificate has no cash or refund value and
is void if altered or duplicated.
'Receive 5,000 bonus miles on the first roundtrip you take on UnitedAJnited
Express/Shuttle by United through 5/31/96 using this offer, plus an additional
2,000 bonus miles when you enroll as a new member in Mileage Plus® during
this promotion. Valid only on first roundtrip through May 31,1996.
"Must be issued using E-Tlcket^ electronic ticketing service for a roundtrip fare
of $75 or more. Travel mu^ be completed by May 31,1996.

Travel Agent Ticketing Instructions:
Treat as Type A - Discount Certiticate
1.VatidateonUA/016only. Accept only the original certificate. Apollo will

subprice using appropriate TIC code.
2. Issue ticket as follows:
a. FARE BASIS - Actual published Fare Basis and TIC SBLI13 ($10 discount).
0- ENDORSEMENTS - "VLD UA." Add Other restrictions e.g. "NGN REF"
if space allows.
c. NOT VALID BEFORE - Normal date for fare used.
d- NOT VALID ARER - May 15,1996 or fare expiration date whichever is earlier.
e. FORM OF PAYMENT - Actual form of pa^ent.
f. FARE/TAX/TOTAL-Subtract $9.09 from base fare. Add applicable
surcharges/taxes/fees and compute total.
g. APOLLO AGENCIES - Enter H8:DLD. Minor keystroke variations may exist
depending on your CRS, so please check.
S.Drawadiagonalline. Write EXCHANGED across Certificate face. Enter ticket
number. Ahach auditor^ coupon to certificate and report to ARC.
4. Standard commission on amount actually collected.
5. Valid travel period: through May 31.1996.

Promo Code UA 0107 PROMO « 8 016 5003 000 005 3

JlOLLEGf,

SMC
B Y

U N ( T B D

©1995 MaslerCard Internst^onal Incofporated

'^asterV^lue^*
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CLASSIFIEDS & PERSONALS

SERVICES
OSTEEPOROSIS STUDYTOTAL VEGETARIANS

FOR RENT T HELP WANTED
LIVE AND SKI NEAR
CAMPUS- Roommate wanted for
cozy 2BR Cabin near Running
Springs. 30 Minutes to Snow
Valley. Only $250. 867-5496
STUDIO APT.- 1652 W.
Sheridan Rd. Wlaking distance from
campus. Private/ Family Setting
Male or Female Washer/ Dry»
access. 410+portion of utilities.
909-864-3165
ROOMMATE(S) WANTEDTo share cabin in Forest Falls. $425/
mo. + 1/2 utilities. Call Dennis or
Teresia (909) 794-3542
SHARE FURNISHED 2 BR/1
BATH- 2 min. from campus; free
cable/ 24 hr. security; fitness center/
racquetball; LOTS OF SPACE!
Female/Non-Smoker. $230/mo. +
1/2 utilities. Call 883-6838

NOVEMBER 29. 1995

•»*FREE TRIPS & CASH!***
Find out how hundreds of students
are already earning FREE TRIPS
and LOTS OF CASH with America's
#1 Spring Break Compnay! Sell only
15 crips and travel free! Choose
Cancun, Bahamas, Mazatlan, or
Florida! CALL NOW! TAKE A
BREAK STUDENT TRAVEL
(800)95-BREAK!
RAISE $$$
The Citibank Fundraiser is here to
help you! Fast, easy, no risk or
financial obligation- Gredcs, Groups,
Clubs, Motivated Individuals, CALL
NOW. Raise $500 in only one
week. (800)862-1982 ext. 33
EARN MONEY- selling
advertising for the Coyote Chronicle.
CSUSB students welcome. Earn
20% commission; no exp. necessary.
Contact Cathy Miller, at x5931.

NEEDED- Loma Linda Univer
sity is looking for women, 20-40
years, vegetarians who do not eat
any animal food, and have no
medical problem. Benifits include:
Bone (CAT) scan, guidelines for
prevention of osteoporosis, and
dietary evaluation. PLease call:
(909) 824-4598.
ATTENTION ALLCSUSB
STUDENTS, ALL MAJORS
Leam how to layout and typeset ads,
articles, ai>d operate a newspap».
THE COYOTE CHRONICLE
NEEDS YOU! Paid positions are
available. Photographers, layout
ethtors, columnists, and staff
reportCTs are always needed.
Artists,and those specializing in
computer graphic work are espe
cially needed. Bring your talent to
the campus voice! For more info,
call Cathy MiUer, at 880-5931

FOREIGN STUDENTS
Greencard Program available. 1-800660-7167 & (818)882-9681 #20231
Stagg, Winnetka, CA 91306

FOR SALE
15,17 & 19 VIDEO TAPES- on
arithmetic, elem, & inter. Algebra,
respectively. $1DC/set; (Juartz
Watch $10; (818)785-1666/ (909)
341-6999

^• • • • • • • • • • • •

• Selling something?
• Need something? Do
• you just have a need
• to see something in
• print? Place a classi• fied advertisement!
11 Contact Cathy Miller
• at 880-5931. The cost
• is just $10 per fifteen
• words, and 25<l every
. word thereafter.
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'^^TersonaCs
Personal ads are
FREE for the first issue of
next quarter, January 24th!
This Is the last time they'll be
offered... so express your un
dying love for that someone
special, or search for that
special someone. All names
are confidential, and inter
ested parties may leave in
formation at UH-037. Place
your free personal todayl
Tersonais
TalC, Single, "BlacIinuUe seed^

dozpn-to-eartfi Single 'BCacfi
JenuUe u/fo (ikgs having her
fut ruhSed and rose petals in
the SatAtuB. it0027

Announcements
Slty Chris!!! ^Wheu's my
tape?... J^udra
'BTSTorL'UCXCXK. 71-

0dpiCS...jTOm the law Tle^e
Class... Sigma Chi ^Tdtemity

Come Pndse with us!
Active
Children's
Ministry

9:15 a.m.

'Dave... tHappy 1 month,
anniversary... Traying many
more to come... Eba {!PS.
Dozon with.Communism and
Socialism...7ou!Knoa/H^)
9E Potato... 9Ado Com...
(Potato zoos my friend first...
Love, 'BOB

Contemporary praise in a relaxed setting.

le!

Something for Evi
Meet the entire
Calvary family,
this Christmas

Cdtvan^

S701 3^*"®
882-2564

To ad^pha Delta (Pi's...
lhanliyoufor all your support
and friendship. Ifoundgreat
friends in you...7i Lozfe- (HeiiU

Join us Sunday, Dec.
lOth at 7:00 p.m.
for Candlie^ Ceorc^s

Sam, 3eff, (Mitch, Mat, Cris,
Chris, Art, (Rgmi, Audra,
Teresa, yomi, Lisa... Agreat
Big thanhs to a great Bunch of
people for your love and
support. I Beheveinyou.
Beheve in yourselves.

3'

Traditional wonhip in our beautiful sanctuaiy.

A(5tiv've
yo'uiiM
rgtoogiAo

10:45

a.m.

Comi
iSlET iTJ-.-*

I've lovedzvhat I've
heardso far. I'm epctremely
excited, and I can't zvait to su
you in ac Hon in your nezv play
in DecemBer. See ya, love... the
jachfll

...vi .frjc .cc,-"; .ufy,'..

wtth us!
.w'l

,w'

Merru
rtyu
Christmas... to my
Brothers and sisters in the east
of '(Kfquiemfor 'Brother X'...
Love, Margaret
To the future staffs of the
Coyote Chronicle...'Best cf
Luch: Lots of funihng- Better
Computers- andago^O^TlK:
'UOVS B(RlLSl(KpCnV}iar two
fJhe Cast of zohich is the only
thingpos^lel)... The Jail 'SS
Chronic Staff

par:P id
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SPORTS
Women Start Tournament Strong by Beating Skyhawks

Coyotes take first
game of CSUSB
Tournament, beat
Ft. Lewis 69-56.
By Mat Piscatella
Sports Editor

Just sit back and watcb
because these Coyotes
can hypnotize a ba^etball fan with some of
their moves. The only
thing is that the other
team shouldn't fall fm*
it too.
But hypnotized is just
what the Skyhawks of
Fl Lewis (Col.) Col
lege seemed to be on ^
Friday, Nov. 17th asthe
State women'sbas
ketball team rolled to a
decisive 69-56 victory
Coyotes Keisha Allison (30) and Mary AUce Lott (42) defend against Ft. Lewis
in front of 603 specta
tors at their Hrst game
in the new Arena.
see where we are at," Lott said. we reacted."
"It's always nice to get a win," "We did get a flow going and we
"We were able to hit the clutch
coach John Margaritis said. "But I realized what we needed to do to shots."
thought it was more important to gether."
The Coyotes recovered quickly
ask questions on what we need to
Cal Stateled at thehalf42-30, but and never gave up the lead. Junior
work on."
the Skyhawks came out charging guard Le Joy Lowe was fouled on
The Coyotes ran out to an early after the break.
Cal State's next possession after
17-10 lead as both senior forward
Ft Lewis went on a 14-4 scoring the Skyhawks run while driving to a
Mary Alice Lott and sophomore run starting the second half, get'- the ba^et Lowe bit the shot but J
forwardKeisha Allison dominated ting within 2 points of the lead.
missed the following free throw. ^
the scoring and the rebounding. "The reason the deficit got smaller AUiscm grabbed the offensive re- c
Lott and Alliscm both scored six was because (the Skyhawks) made boundandwasimmediatelyfouled ^
points with Lott adding five re their shots and we ctnildn't stop by Ft. Lewis sophcanore forward
bounds in the first 7:19.
them," Margaritis said. "A basket Amy Reick. AUistm hit one of her f
"(Uie early lead) built our esteem here or there could have changed two free throws, putting the Coy- cl
and playing this game helped us
the game and I wanted to see how otes ahead by 5.

Employment Opportunity
* Do you enjoy working
with children?
* Do you want to live and
work in an outdoor
getting?
* Would you like to gain
teaching experience?
Non-credenlialed instnictors are
needed for the Orange County
Outdoor Science School to help
guide students in their discovery
of the outdoors. Instructors live
with, supervise and teach fifth
and sixth grade students in a
Monday - Friday residential
program.
• Located in the San Bernardino
Mountains
• $248.00/week, plus room and
board (Monday-Friday)
• Positions available throughout
the school year
CaU(909) 794-1988 or(714)
966-4015 for an application.
AA/EOE/ADA

Cal State Basketball Player
Arrested in Coussoulis Arena
The Coyote Chronicle
Junior forward Lamont Riley
was arrested Nov. 21 on suspicion
of assault with a deadly weapon by
San Bernardino Police inside
Coussoulis Arena.
Riley was considered to be Cal
State's top recruit He was being
held at Central E>etention Center in
San Bernardino, according to the
San Bernardino County Sun.
A press release sent to The Coy
ote Chronicle last week stated that
a player for the men's basketball
team isbeing suspended, "pending
results of legal action being taken
against him."
No one from the Athletic De
partment would confirm thatRiley
was the same player who was ar
rested because of California confi
dentiality laws for students.
Doug Padilla reported in the
Nov. 22nd issue of the Sun that
San Bernardino Police Department

spc^espaK)n Margaret Diamond
confirmed Riley as the arrested
player.
Court documents researched by
The Sun said an incident allegedly
occurred at 5 a.m. Sept. 26 outside
Claudia Wilson's home. Wilson
was Riley's former girlfriend.
The Sun also reported Wilson's
claims as saying that she "sus
tained a separated clavicle and a
skull fracture in the sinus area and
jaw area" as a result of the con
frontation with Riley. She was ad
mitted to Kaiser Peimanente Medi
cal Cento*in Fontana with a head
ache and other complications.
Diamond said the warrant did
not refer to any specific incident
that led to Riley's arrest.
According to court documents
obtained by The Sun, Riley filed
for his own restraining oder that
was granted Sept. 28. He claimed,
"(Wilson) has been coming to my
house every night, and banging on
the doors (and) windows."

Cal State then switched to the
fastbreak game to fend off the
Skyhawks' charge.
"We felt at the time that we had to
(go to the running game) just so we
could change the tempo and flow
of the game," Margaritis said.
"When we tried it, it worked."
Even with the victory, the women
know that a lot has to be done in
OTder for this team to be success
ful.

"I know I have a role as a shooter
and I need to produce," Lott said.
"But everyone has a role that needs
to be filled in order for us to win."
Margaritis seoned fairly satis
fied with the play of his team.
"I think we're well balanced,"
Margaritis said. "Different people
will do well. Both (Allison and
Lott) are the type of player we need
to contribute. Now we have to
eliminate our mistakes."

Coyotes Fall to Mustangs

Ussa Corey goes for two but W New Mexico won 76-71 in 07 NovlB

IMVERSnYyiUAGE
APARTMENTS

$19.95

FIRST MONTH'S RENT
*SPARKL1NG POOLS*
•RESERVED COVERED PARMNCT
•WASHER ft DRYER HOOKUPS*
ONLY 1 BLOCK FROM CAL STATE*
NO CHARGE FOR REFRIGERATOR*

COME CHECK OUT
UR STUDENT SPECIAL
166t W. KENDALL DR.
SAN BERNARDINO, CA
(9ft9)ftM-2874
IN TH6 AD AND S%ECCn/E $S0
OFF YOUR SetX)ND MONTHS RENT

'OAXL

Coyote
Chronicle
Sports
Phone m-mo, ext. 3940

Wasson Honored
Senior outside hitter Nicole
WasscHi was named to the AllCCAA 2nd team after the 1995
volleyball season.
Wasson led the Coyotes in Kills
368), Attack Percentage (.254),
Digs (301) and games played (94).
Wassonholds theCal State record
for kills in a game with 32, set
Sept. 23 at Chico State.
She was the only Coyote named
to either AU-CCAA squad.

Wheelchair B-ball
The Loma Linda Roller Coasters
will be taking on the San Diego
Express in a wheelchair basket
ball game immediately prior to the
Cal State men's basketball game
against Sonoma State at
Coussbulis Arena December IsL
Admission is always free to stu
dents. The wheelchair basketball
game begins at 5 p.m. and the
Coyotes tipK)ff at 7:30.

Home Schedules

Cal State University, San Bernardino

SCOREBOARD
Statistics provided by CSUSB Sports InfCHination Services

Men's Basketball

T O T A L

pLAy > R

OP-dS

2

23 Laaont Rilay

MIH--AVO
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PCT
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1

2
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14
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5

7
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4
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1

3

0

2
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2
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2

2
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0

0
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5
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3
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7

0

0

6

2

1

25
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2

2

48 24.0

s

9

.556

3

6

.500

6

6 1.00

1

3

4

2.0

4

0

3

1

0

1
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9.5

10

Osiria ttalle

2

0

37 18.5

5

16
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1

7
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2

4 .500

4

4

8

4.0

9

1

4

4

0

4
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6.5
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OS Damon Durlty

1

0

22 22.0

4
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2

«

.333

I
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2

1

3

3.0

2

1

0

1
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2

0

29 14.5

3

14
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1

6
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3
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6

8
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3

0
0

3

32 Rob Kiemala

3

3

1

1

10

5.0

33 Dion Qrey

2

2
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3

5
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0

0

.000

3
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9

9
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1

5

5

I
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9
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34 Tyaon Aya

2

0
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2

5
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0

3
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2

3 .667

0

0

0

0.0

3

0

5

2

1

1

6

3.0

04 Owen Healy

1

0

4

4.0

1

2

.500

0

0

.000

0

0 .000

,1

0

I

1.0

1

0

0

0

0

0

2

2.0

so Jeremy Nlcholla

1

0

9

9.0

0
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0

0

.000

1
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3

3.0

2

0

1

0
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1
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12 Nanjue Rea^eon

1

0

17 17.0

0

0

.000

0

0

.000

0

0 .000

0

4

4

4.0

3

0

0

1

0

0

0

0.0

S2 Marc Kexmilliod

0

0

0

0.0

0

0

.000

0

0

.000

0

0 .000

0

0

0

0.0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0.0

30 Joey Vidrine

0

0

0

0.0

0

0

.000

0

0

.000

0

0 .000

0

0

0

0,0

0

0^

0

0

0

0

0

0.0

13 Steve Bectatold

0

0

0
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0
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6
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1
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CSU SMI Semardlno

2

400

63 148
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17
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43

65

.<62
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53

88 44.0

55

Opponenta

2

200

58 139
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11

34

.334

52

70 .743

36
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102 51.C

46

tiATI

oppOHBrr

TZIS

SCORB

11/17/9S «:00 p.*.

vs seuchem ot«gen Sc«c

1Z/19/PS 0:00 p.m.

ac Humboldt State

N/L

MTBRO

HIOH POINTS

RKffi MB0UND8

lOl-SS

if

347

(2S)Lainont Riley

(il)Plon Gray

8S-93

L

7S4

<27]Teny Sanders

( atRob Klemale

<a7)LanK»it Riley

MEN'S BASKETBALL
12/1 Sonoma State 7:30
12/15 Westmont College 7:30
12/23 Azusa Pacific 7:30
12/29 Coyote Classic 6
12/30 Coyote Classic 8
1/9 St. Thomas Aquinas 8
1/12 Lynn University 7:30
1/20 CS Dominguez Hills 7:30
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
12/11 Chico State 7:30
12/28 West Texas A&M 7:30
1/9 The Master's College 5:45
1/18 Cal Poly Pomona 7:30

IM Football Ends

Women's Basketball
T O T A L
OP-OS

P L A T E R

PCT

3>P0INTIRS
PG- FCA

PCT

R E B O U N D S
FT- FTA

PCT

OFF-DEF
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PP- FO

A

TO BLK

ST

PTS - AVO
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2

78 39.0
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2

4
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9
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1
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2
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6
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0

2
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6
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8.0

4

0

6
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0

s
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1

1

4

0
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42 Mary Alica Lett

OATS

Sigma Epsilon looks to pass In
front of the Sigma Chi rush. IMs
wrapped up play last week.
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ATTENDANCE SUMMARY:
HOME
AWAY
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TOTAL

71-78

W/L
W
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Coyotes on the Hunt for League Title
Men's team looks to
becomelCCAA champs.
By Chris Malone
Coyote Chronicle Staff Writer

After a 17-9 overall record in
1994-95, many coaches would be
ecstatic about their team for the
next season.
But not men's basketball head
coach Danny Aye, who promptly
came in and cleaned house over
the summer. The Coyotes have only
two returning members from last
season's team, both of whtmi are
starters.
Aye, in his hist season at Cal
State last year, led the Coyotes to a
17-9 over^l record (6-6 in CCAA
play) and a winning percentage of
65.3%. This is the bwt record for

the men's basketball jxogram since
the 1988-89 season, and best since
Cal State became an NCAA EHvision n program before the start of
the 1991-92 campaign.
This season Aye has brcHight
many new players to go along with
his experienced coaching staff.
There is a great combination of
depth and experience from all lev
els with five seniors, five juniors,
(Xie sophomore and four freshmen
making up the team.
The true leader of the Coyotes is
difficult to pinpoint, however, be
cause of the squads' one-for-all
mentality. Senior guards Kraig
Clifton, Tony Sanders and Osiris
Nails are the Coyotes' th-captains
this season.
Clifton started at point guard for
Aye last year.
"Pound for
pound (Clifton) is
•o oie of the toughI est players in our
league," Aye said.
"As a returning

starter and as one of the captains,
we look for a lot of leadership from
him."
Clifton averaged 7.3 points and
3.1 assists per game l^t season
while leading the floor fOT
State.
Sanders, the other holdover
starter, is the Coyotes' main offen
sive threat. Last season Sanders
averaged 14.1 points pergame and
shot 40% from behind the threepoint line.
"We will lode for (Sanders) to
continue his three-point shooting
marksmanship this season," Aye
saidof the6-fo0t-l shooting gua^.
The third captain is Nails, a 6-2
transfer from Glendale Commu
nis College who will share play
ing time with Sanders and Clifton.
"It was his intensity and work
ethic that earned him his tri-captain title," Aye said.
The center position is held down
by the Coyote Twin Towers: 6-9
senior Joey Vidrine and 6-8 junior
Marcus Austin.
Vidrine, a transfer from Texas

1995-6 Men's Basketball Roster
No. Name
3
4
5
10
12
13
22
24
30
32
33
44
50
52

Yr

Kraig Clifton
SR
Owen Healy
FR
Damon Durity SO
Osiris Nails
SR
Manjue Sampson JR
Steve Bechtold FR
Tony Sanders
SR
Tyson Aye
FR
Joey Vidrine
SR
Rob Kiemele
JR
Dion Gray
SR
Marcus Austin JR
Jeremy Nicholls FR
Marc Mermilliod JR

Ht

Pes

5-7
6-4
5-11
6-2
6-6
6-6
6-1
6-3
6-9
6-6
6-6
6-8
6-8
6-5

G
F
G
G
F/C
F
SR
G
F/C
F
F
F/C
F/C
F

Head Coach: Danny Aye (2nd Season)
Assistant Coaches: Tim Murphy
Anthony Hilliard
Greg Winslow
Team Manager: Darren French
Joey Vidrine blocks a shot at a Coyote practice

Southern
University, fc
and hamp-i
ered by an^
ankle injury ^
so far, will be J
abigplayo'in ^
Cal State's]^
run at the^
CCAA tide. ^
"(Austin)
has the poten
tial to ^ AllConference
at the for
ward/center
position.
Varc Mernrtilliod (with ball) is pressured by Tyson Aye
Aye said. "A
post man who
can score and pass can elevate a staff hasa tough job ahead of them.
team to anoth^ level, which I think Cal State is rich with talent and
every playerseems to be itching to
is well within his ability."
This is high praise for a player, play.
Although the Coyotes have many
but judging by pre-season compe
tition Austin looks like he will turn new players, all know what it takes
to win. Look for Cal State to rock
the praises into truths.
The Coyotes starting five has not the Arena while competing with
yet been named and the coaching UC RivCTside for the CCAA title.

GRADUATE FROM
HIGH SCHOOL TO HIGH-TECH
Look in the mirror.
You'll see a young person
who could probably qual
ify for high-tech training
in the U.S. Army.
Satellite communica
tions...avionics...digital
systems...computers...
lasers...fiber optics...
The Army gives you a choice of over 50 specialty
skills on the cutting edge of today's technology. Any
of them will give you a big edge on a bright future.
Look in on your local Army Recruiter and ask
about high-tech training for your future in today's
modern Army.

1 -800-USA-ARMY
ARMY, BEALLYOUCANBE:

